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To succeed in life, you have to find a job thatâ€™s right for you. You have to find a job that you can

thrive in and a job that youâ€™re truly passionate about. You have to find a job that suits your

personality.We live in a world of extroverts. We are told that we need to have great people skills to

achieve in life. So, introverts have a hard time fitting in. They have a hard time looking for a job

thatâ€™s perfect for them.Well if youâ€™re an introvert and you have a hard time finding the right

job, this book is for you. This book contains valuable information that helps introverts find the right

job for their personality. In this book, youâ€™ll learn:Â· The different types of introvertsÂ· Business

jobs for introvertsÂ· Science-related jobs thatâ€™s perfect for introverts who like to work aloneÂ·

Science-related and engineering jobs for introverts who like to work outdoorsÂ· Marketing and sales

jobs for the shy and quiet typeÂ· Leadership roles for people who have reserved and quiet

demeanorÂ· Top jobs for creative and artistic introvertsÂ· Best jobs for analytical and investigative

introvertsÂ· The salary range of best introvert jobsÂ· The skills needed to qualify for these jobsThis

book will help you find your place in the labor market and make use of your skills and abilities.Itâ€™s

true that we live in a world of extroverts. But, times are changing nowadays. Introverts like Bill Gates

and Mark Zuckerberg are leading and dominating the world. Introverts can thrive and achieve

success, too, as long as they choose a career that showcases their skills and personality.This book

will help you find the career where you can thrive and become a work superstar!
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First of all, I had no idea that there are four different types of introverts. So, an eye opener right off

the bat. Each one of these four types is clearly defined so the task of the reader is to figure out

which one applies to you. After that, the text clearly describes which job you are best suited to

hold.In addition to the depth of the text, one is able to determine the one job that fits you to a 'tee'.

The author has identified a total of 250 occupations in total so a wide range of jobs are listed.Who

knew that there was a job called a 'bag designer'? Makes sense but never thought about it before.I

like the fact that the salary for each job is listed if money may be a motivator for you when selecting

an occupation.Lots of research in this one and most highly recommended.

What a fascinating topic to tackle! The Briggs-Meyer personality traits summary was very helpful.

While the lists of occupations wasn't exhaustive---nor was it meant to be---they were descriptive &

informative. The singular reason why I gave 4 stars rather than 5 is I wish the author would have

included more well paying jobs which did not require a college degree or, at a maximum only a 2

year AA or AS. Readers, there are a handful of these listed not requiring higher education. Of

particular interest to me was the number of jobs that can be done in your own home. All in all, well

done & kudos to the author! I recommend her book to all my fellow introverts:)

This is the first book that I have read by author Danielle Dixon, so I must admit that I was a little

unsure of what to expect at first and admittedly even quite skeptical. That being said, I quickly

realized within the first few chapters that the author is delivering truly professional and insightful

information to readers in a way that is easy to understand and also far from feeling like a chore to

read, due to the relaxed, almost conversational-like undertone of the writing style.The book is

obviously aimed at introverts, and I think itâ€™s excellent in that regard (I suppose I would be

considered an INFJ), but I also think that the more-extroverted types of people out there would be

available to find value in this book because, to put it simple, the advice is clearly very

well-researched and helpful essentially from start to finish. â€œJobs for People Who Hate Peopleâ€•

has left me with much to think about and with many ideas and concepts that I look forward to

researching further in the future once I get some time. The book has already proven to be helpful for

me so I canâ€™t help but recommend it to others, itâ€™s definitely worth checking out.



Thanks to the author for this book. I was always a reserved man, so it was difficult for me to find a

suitable job. But after reading this book, I learned that there are more options for continuing a

career, and I have already assigned interviews.

Excellent as a quick reference book or to give people ideas to research for possible alternative

jobs/careers. However, as a self-employed web developer and graphic designer, I felt that those job

summaries made the jobs sound a bit too easy and simplistic to achieve. Even to get your foot in the

door takes quite a bit of skill and effort. So, with this in mind, I was wondering how many other job

summaries were over simplified. I understand the author is only providing cursory summary glances,

but I don't want people to get the wrong idea and think these jobs don't require dozens (if not

hundreds) of hours of time and sacrifice. But this is a good book. I'll keep it as a reference.

I did not expect that there are jobs offered for introverts people. I was once an introvert person who

was having a hard time dealing with some individuals. I found it very hard to mingle with them. I

prefer to work and just be alone. Until it develops my personality. There is nothing wrong if you are

introvert person. However, sometimes you have to learn to be in the group. Before I got this book, I

was forced to work in some places where I need to deal with other people. If only I got this book

years ago, I would settle to choose one of those jobs provided by the author. If you are an introvert

person and cant really get out from your box, then, this book is for you. You have a lot of choices to

choose what you want.

A lot of people think that introverts don't make good candidates in the workforce but this book shows

exactly how different kinds of introverts can fit perfectly into the work force. What I personally loved

about this book what that the author showed all the jobs that are best for the introverts and explains

why it would be a great choice to them. Great book for anyone that is extremely lost of what is the

next step to take in their careers.

To succeed in life everyone needs to find the best job for them, one that will suit their personality.

This book is for the introverts among us who have a hard time finding a suitable job for them. It will

teach you about the different types of introverts, the suitable jobs for them and the skills needed to

qualify for these jobs. I would recommend this book to anyone who wants to find the best job for

them and become a " work superstar".
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